A game theoretic approach to repeated foreign body ingestion

Between January 2010 and February 2014, a 39-year-old asthmatic woman with borderline personality disorder, posttraumatic stress disorder, and a history of childhood sexual trauma was admitted to our hospital system 61 times for foreign body ingestion. During these hospitalizations, she underwent 62 upper endoscopies. She also required two exploratory laparotomies for surgical retrieval of a pencil fragment and a battery that had become obstructed in the small bowel. She has swallowed pencils, portions of disposable razors, knitting needles, metal nail files, toothbrush handles, plastic pen fragments, hair barrettes, disposable cutlery, and AA batteries. All her admissions occurred late in the evening or on weekends. During the past 4-year time period, she also underwent at least 28 additional upper endoscopies at outside hospitals for intentional foreign body ingestion. The patient was assessed as being at high risk for repeated self-harm. She engaged in cognitive behavioral therapy, dialectical behavioral therapy, and electroconvulsive therapy, but her pattern of repetitive swallowing remained unchanged.

A minority of patients is responsible for the majority of intentional foreign body ingestions with substantial economic burden to hospitals [1, 2]. The interaction between hospital and patient can be phrased in terms of a nonzero sum game between two adversaries [3, 4]. Two strategic options are available to both the hospital and the patient. In Fig. 1a, the four outcomes associated with the two options available to each adversary are arranged in a two-by-two matrix. Each of the four entries in the matrix contains two numbers. The first number represents the preference ranking of the hospital, and the second number represents the preference ranking of the patient. For instance, in Fig. 1a, the upper left entry $-2, +2$ reflects the (negative) loss to the hospital through endoscopy, and the psychological gain experienced by the patient through foreign body ingestion and subsequent medical treatment. The entry $-3, +1$ in the lower left cell represents a worse outcome for the hospital, if the patient is not managed immediately, and higher costs accrue through additional medical adverse events. The adverse events also diminish the patient’s gain associated with a more risky and complex medical encounter. As reflected by the upper and lower cells in the right column of Fig. 1a, without foreign body ingestion, no costs or benefits accrue to hospital and the patient. From the patient’s perspective, better outcomes are always achieved by choosing the strategy of foreign body ingestion irrespective of what the hospital subsequently decides. From the hospital’s perspective, endoscopy always represents the lesser evil. Therefore, the game between hospital and patient always ends with the outcome of the upper left cell marked in red.

The hospital might consider spending some money on providing the patient with an incentive not to swallow foreign objects. For instance, the hospital may provide the patient with a paid hospital position to alleviate her economic hardship and social isolation, contingent on the condition that she stops swallowing foreign objects. Such a hypothetical scenario is depicted by Fig. 1b with its changed lower row. If the patient continues to ingest foreign bodies in spite of the incentive, the hospital would lose money from the endoscopy and the wasted incentive. The patient may still experience some psychological benefit from the medical encounter, but would lose her monetary reward. Such outcome is reflected by the $-3, -1$ entry of the lower left cell in the revised game matrix shown in Fig. 1b. If the patient accepts the incentive as being equivalent or even better than the endoscopy encounters, the hospital loses some money, but less than with repetitive endoscopy (dependent on the expenditure and type of incentive). Such outcome is reflected by the $-1, +3$ entry of the lower right cell in Fig. 1b.

From the patient’s perspective, overall better outcomes are now associated with a strategy of no foreign body ingestion, provided that the hospital also adheres to its strategy of offering an incentive. The revised game between hospital and patient results in a new steady state marked in red by the outcome of the lower right cell. Using game theory and the principles of contingency management, patients with repetitive foreign body ingestion could be offered an incentive to keep them from swallowing foreign objects [4, 5].
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